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processes depicted are very logical and require a great deal of time and attention. As
we will see momentarily, people do not always follow the formal rules of logic Kelley
describes.

2. Correspondent Inference Theory

Around the time that Kelley developed his theory, another theory of the attribution
process, known as correspondent inference theory, was being developed (E. E. Jones &
Davis, 1965). Like Kelley’s theory, correspondent inference theory is a normative the-
ory of the attribution process that emphasizes informational factors. The focus of this
theory is a bit different from Kelley’s, however. Rather than asking what determines a
person’s reaction to a given stimulus, correspondent inference theory is concerned with
understanding the link between behavior and dispositions. Under what conditions does
a person’s behavior reveal a corresponding disposition rather than the power of some
situational factor? To illustrate, imagine that we see Kelsey share her cake with Chelsea.
If we decide that this occurred because Kelsey is a kind person, we have made a cor-
respondent inference: We have attributed Kelsey’s kind act to a corresponding disposi-
tion (kindness). In the language of the theory, then, a correspondent inference occurs
when a person’s behavior is explained by a corresponding disposition. Table 4.8 pre-
sents several examples of correspondent and noncorrespondent inferences.

Before turning to the particulars of this theory, it’s important to understand why
this issue is worthy of consideration. In the course of social interaction, people are not
always who they claim to be. They say things they don’t mean (e.g., people agree
with us just to be polite), they lie to impress us (e.g., people exaggerate their grade
point average or athletic accomplishments), or they conceal their true intentions in
order to gain some practical advantage (e.g., employees ingratiate themselves with
their bosses in order to get promoted). How are we to know who is being genuine
and who is not? This is the issue correspondent inference theory addresses. When can
a person’s behavior be assumed to accurately reveal the person’s true nature? Or, in
the language of the theory, under what conditions can we infer that a person’s behav-
ior is due to a corresponding disposition?

Three Variables That Influence the Attributions People Make. One variable
that correspondent inference theory considers is choice. According to the theory,

TABLE 4.8 Correspondent Inference Theory

Behavior Correspondent Inference Noncorrespondent Inference

Kelsey shares the cake with Kelsey is kind. Kelsey’s mother forced her 
Chelsea. to share the cake.

The politician argues for national The politician believes national The politician is speaking to an
health care. health care is a good thing. audience that supports national 

health care, and is trying to win
votes.

The waiter spills the coffee. The waiter is uncoordinated. The coffee pot was too hot to 
handle.
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